APPLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

RELP COHORT 2016

Rising Environmental Leaders Program

Applications Due FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2015

Examine the breadth of how science and policy interact. Applications accepted now: https://woods.stanford.edu/educating-leaders/leadership-programs/rising-environmental-leaders-program/application-cohort-2016

"it's a game changer"

"rewarding and enriching"

"a thousand times the best Stanford program I've participated in"

"great for my personal and professional development"

RELP Goals:

- Complement students’ formal education with hands-on learning
- Introduce opportunities for maximizing research impact
- Build a network of peers and partners
- Provide exposure to career tracks outside academia

For more information:

woods.stanford.edu/educating-leaders/leadership-programs/rising-environmental-leaders-program

Lea Rosenbohm, External Affairs Advisor
lrosenbohm@stanford.edu 202.328.5093

Program costs are funded by Stanford Woods Institute with each Fellow responsible only for round-trip air travel to DC.